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$ 1. INTRODUCTION 
In 14; Theorem 31, it was shown that every infinite ZPC-group G (this 
class of groups includes both FC-groups and nilpotent groups) has an 
abelian subgroup A such that exp IAl > ]Gl. This paper investigates the 
possibilities of strengthening this result when G is either PC or nilpotent; 
in fact, in Theorem 3 we show that if one assumes G.C.H., this result 
can not be strengthened. We accomplish this by exhibiting an infinite 
group 0, which is both nilpotent and FC, in which every maximal abelian 
subgroup A has the property that exp lA[ = ICI. 
5 2. NOTATION 
Let G be a group. Z&(G) will denote the c~th member of the ascending 
central series. The hypercenter of G is the union of all the terms of the 
ascending central series. G is ZA or hypercentral if it is its own hypercenter. 
The class of a ZA group is the first 01 such that Za(G) =G. G is nilpotent 
if it is a ZA group with finite class. G is PC if each element has only 
finitely many conjugates. Gi is the derived subgroup of G; E is the identity 
subgroup. If x, y E G, [x, y] = x-iy-ixy. If 8 is a subset of a group (vector 
space), (8) is the subgroup (subspace) generated by S. 
Z, 4 and F, will denote the integers, the rationals and the field with 
p elemenm, respectively. If R is a commutative ring and M and N are 
R modules, y : M x M --f N is an R bilinear function if 
for ri, q E R, vi, vj E M and 1, n E Zf. y is a,lternating (symmetric) (trivial) 
on M if y(v, w) = - y(w, v) and y(v, w) = 0 (y(v, w) = y(w, v)) (y(v, w) = 0) for 
all v, w E M. If V is a submodule of M, V is y-alternating (y-symmetric) 
(y-trivial) if y is alternating (symmetric) (trivial) on V. 
1) The results of this paper were announced in A. M. S. Notices 18, 396 (1971). 
2) Part of the work of the second author was performed under a Summer 
Research Initiation Faculty Fellowship from the University of Colorado. 
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If A is a set, IAl is its cardinal&y. Two sets are equipotent if they ha.ve 
the same cardinality. Besides the usual meaning, < and < will denote 
inclusion and proper inclusion, respectively. A graph G(A) on A is an 
irreflexive, symmetric, binary relation on A. The cardinality of G(A) is IAl. 
The letter m will denote an infinite cardinal. L)(m) is the initial ordinal 
of cardinality m; m+ is the first cardinal greater than m; exp m= 2m; and 
Q(X,) = “p. G.C.H. is the generalized continuum hypothesis (exp &=~B+l 
for all p). 
5 3. EQUIVALENCES 
THEOREM 1. An infinite PC-group G has an equipotent ZA-subgroup 
of class < 0. 
PROOF. Let H be the hypercenter of G. H is a %A-group of class GO 
[a; p. 391. If /Hj=lG,, we are finished. If IHl <ICI, then jG/H/=jG/. G/H 
can be embedded in a direct sum of finite groups [5 ; p. 5151, so G/H 
has an equipotent abelian subgroup A/H [lo; p. 3031. Evidently, A is a 
%A-group of class <w and IAl = IGl. 
COROLLARY 1. An FG-group of cardinality m+ has an equipotent 
nilpotent subgroup. 
PROOF. If G is a %A-group of class <co, then G= U Z,(G). If 
n=s’o 
lZ,(G)l~m for all nip, then jG/< 2 IZ,(G)J~&~m=m; so if /G/=mf, 
n<OJ 
I%,(G)/ =m+ for some integer n. 
COROLLARY 2. An PC-group G of cardinality m+ has either (1) an 
equipotent, torsion-free, abelian subgroup or (2) an equipotent, periodic, 
nilpotent subgroup. 
PROOF. We use an argument of P. HALL [6; p. 2891 to write G as a 
subdirect product of a torsion-free abelian group and a periodic HC-group : 
Both Gi [lo; p. 4421 and G/Z(G) [lo, p. 4441 are periodic. Z(G), being an 
abelian group has a free abelian subgroup ZO such that Z(G)/%0 is periodic. 
Since ZO is torsion-free, T 17 %a = E, where T > Gr is the torsion subgroup 
of G [lo, p. 4421. Therefore, G is a subdirect product of G/T and G/%0. 
By Corollary 1, we may assume that G is nilpotent. Since G n G/T 
is torsion-free and abelian and since G n G/Z0 is periodic and nilpotent, 
we need only show that one of these groups has cardinality mf. (We 
identify G with its image in G/T x G/Z,). Suppose IG n G/T/ <m. Let 
Gn be the subset of G consisting of those elements whose second coordinate 
has order n. If g= (a, x) E G,, then g” = (an, 1) E G n G/T. If hn =gn with 
h = (b, y) E G,, then an = bn. Since G/T is torsion-free abelian, this implies 
that a = b. Since elements of G, with distinct first coordinates yield distinct 
elements of G n G/T, the elements of G% can have at most m distinct 
first coordinates. Hence G/T, being the countable union of the first 
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coordinates of the G,, has cardinality at most m. Let Ga be the subset 
of G consisting of those elements whose first coordinate is a. Since G is 
the union of the collection {G,]a E G/T) with jG/Tlcm, lGaj=m+ for 
some a. Fix (a, XC,) in G, ; then 
m+ = I (a, Q-~G,J = I (( 1, wly)l(a, y) E G,}l GIG n G/201. 
LEMMA 1. [l; p. 3591. If y : 5’ x B + W is a non-symmetric Z-bilinear 
function, where V and W are abelian groups, then Vx W can be given 
the structure of a class 2 nilpotent group, denoted Viy W, with the property 
that WA a), (w b)l= (0, y( w, w)-y(w, 8)) for every pair of elements (v, a) 
and (w, b) in VT~W. In addition, A is a maximal abelian subgroup of 
By W if and only if A = U x 7, where U is a maximal y-symmetric sub- 
group of V. 
PROOF. Define multiplication on I’ x W by 
(v, a)(~, b)=(v+w, a+b+y(v, f-4). 
We omit the details which are straight-forward. 
THEOREM 2. Let m be an infinite cardinal. The following statements 
are equivalent : 
(A) There exists a nilpotent group of cardinality m+ without equipotent 
abelian subgroups ; 
(B) There exist vector spaces I’ and W over a field K with j WI < ( VI =m+ 
and an alternating K-bilinear function Q : V x I’ --f W having the 
property that every e-trivial subspace of P has cardinality at most m. 
PROOF. First, we assume statement B. Let C% be an ordered basis 
for V. For each pair (v, w) E k% x 2 with v < w (with respect to the ordering 
of B), let y(v, w) be an arbitrary element in ?V. Then define y(w, TJ)= 
= y(v, w) -Q(v, w) on W x 9 when ‘UC w. If y is extended to all of V x V 
by bilinearity, Q and y satisfy the equation 
et% 4 = Y(% w) - Y(W, VI. 
Hence y is symmetric on the subgroup U of V if and only if Q is trivial 
on U. Let UO be the K-subspace of V generated by U. Since Q is trivial 
on UO, / U 1~ j ‘Uol< m. Therefore, by Lemma 1, Vc7y W satisfies statement A. 
Now, assume G is a group of smallest class satisfying statement A. 
Let k > 2 be the class of G. If I&-a(G) I = m+, .&z(G) also satisfies statement 
A, which contradicts the minimality of 7c ; therefore, 12,-s(G)] cm. If 
G/Z,-,(G) has an equipotent abelian subgroup H/.Zk-s(G), then H is a 
group of class tk which satisfies statement A, again contradicting the 
minimality of k. Thus H/Z,-,(G) satisfies statement A. This contradicts 
the minimality of lc, unless k = 2 ; so G is nilpotent of class 2. Since 
Gl<Z(G), lGlj<m and jG/GlI=m+. Let M=G/Gr and N=Gl. Then 
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Q(xN, yN) = [x, y] defines a non-trivial alternating Z-bilinear function from 
M x M to N. If L=A/N is a e-trivial subgroup of M, A is an abelian 
subgroup of G, so IL1 < [Al em. By Corollary 2, M has an equipotent 
subgroup which is either (1) torsion-free or (2) periodic. For the remainder 
of this proof, all groups are written additively. 
CASE 1. M has an equipotent torsion-free subgroup. Let F be a 
maximal free subgroup of M. Since IFI= jM( = m+, rank F = m-t. Let & 
be an ordered basis for F. Let FQ be a free group generated by the distinct 
elements of the set {Q(u, w)/v, w E 9Z, v<w>. Let 76 be the natural homo- 
morphism of F, onto N. If we define Q*(v, w)=Q(v, w) E FQ for v, w E 9 
and extend Q* by bilinearity to all of F x F, then Q = 7t o Q*. If R <F and 
p*(R, R) =O, then Q(R, R) =O, so /RI <m. We can canonically extend 
e*:FxF+-Fe to Q*: V x V +- W, where V and W are the Q vector 
spaces 9 ~z-Il' and QQzF,, respectively. Suppose U is a @*-trivial 
subspace of V. If 93 is a Q basis for U, then there exists a non-zero integer 
mu for each v E 97 such that mvv E F. Clearly L = {mVvjv E 93} is a Z linearly 
independent subset of F. Since e*(mVv, m,w) =mvmwe”(v, w)= 0, L is also 
e*-trivial. Therefore, / UI =&I&?/ = 1.51 <m, and e*: V x V + W satisfies 
statement B. 
CASE 2. M has an equipotent periodic subgroup. Since every periodic 
abelian group is the direct sum of its p-Sylow subgroups, M has an 
equipotent p-subgroup P for some prime p. Let P, be the subgroup 
consisting of all elements of P having order at most pa. Since P is the 
union of the P%, some P, is equipotent. Write P, as the direct sum of 
cyclics [7; p. 1731 and let x, be the generator of the ~lth summand. If pna 
is the order of x,, let q,=p n&-i. Then 1 (q,x,) = PI, so PI is equipotent. 
Let V=Pl and let W=(e(V, V)). S iriLe pe(v, W) =e@v, w) =e(O, w) = 0, 
both V and W are vector spaces over P, ; so e : V x V --f W satisfies 
statement B. 
COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent : 
(C) There exists an PC-group of cardinality m+ without equipotent 
abelian subgroups ; 
(D) There exist a prime p, an Fp vector space V of dimension mf and a 
bilinear form e on V such that every e-trivial subspace of V has 
dimension at most m. 
PROOF. Assume statement D. If y : V x V -+ F, is defined as in the 
proof of the theorem, then VI/F, is FG since its derived group is finite. 
Thus, VyF, satisfies statement C. 
Assume statement C. By Corollary 2 to Theorem 1, we may assume 
that the group G of statement C is both periodic and nilpotent. Thus, 
we may proceed as in Case 2 of the proof of the theorem, and produce 
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the F, vector spaces Va and Wo with j Wol< / PO/ = m+, and the bilinear 
function ~0: VO x Vo -+ WO such that every e-trivial subspace of Va has 
cardinality at most rn. Since G is FC, ~0 also has the property that the 
subspace W(V) = (e( VO, v)) is finite dimensional for every v E VO. Let 
S(v) = {w 63 Vol W(w) = W(v)). s ince / WO\ <m, there are at most m finite 
dimensional subspaces of WO. Therefore, there exists a vo E VO such that 
X(VO) has cardinality ,+. Let U= (S(vo)). Since (eo(U, U)) < W(VO), 
Y= {U\ U is a subspace of VO, j Ul =m+, and (r)o( U, U)) is finite di- 
mensional}# 4. Let I’ be a member of 9 having the property that 
W = (eo( V, V)> h as minimum dimension. Let (T be any non-trivial bilinear 
form on W. Consider e = CT o ~0. If e is trivial on a subspace L of V, then 
e(L, L) < ker G. Since dim (ker CT) < dim W, IL\ fmf. Thus, e and V satisfy 
statement D. 
$ 4. EXAMPLES 
THEOREM 3. Suppose exp N,= $$+I. Let K be a field with II-i\ ~8,. 
For each xB+l dimensional vector space V over K and each non-trivial 
vector space W over K with dim W<N, there exists an alternating 
bilinear function e: V x V -+ W such that, (e(L, L)) = W for each $$+1 
dimensional subspace L of V. In particular, if rn=~@, statements A, B, 
C and D are all true. 
We require two lemmas. Let V have a basis {wJE<o~+~), and let V, 
be the subspace generated by {v~/z<E}. 
LEMMA 2. For each bilinear function f : Vi, x V, --f W with E > UJ~, each 
family 2% of xB dimensional subspaces of Ve with J9\<& and each family 
9 of proper subspaces of W with / 91~ NB there exists an extension of f, 
f* : %+I x ve+1 --f W, such that for every triple (v, P, &) E V, x 9 x Y 
there exists w E P with f*(w, v +v,) $ Q. If f is alternating, there exists 
an alternating f* with these properties. 
PROOF. Well-order Vi, x 9 x 9 with order type wB. We inductively 
define a set of vectors (~~101 <cob}: Let 0 # wo E P, where P is the P of 
(% p, &lo. If ( wa ol< <m8} has been defined as an independent set of I e 
vectors of V,, define w, to be some element in P, where P is the P of 
(v, P, Q)e, such that {wajol ~01 is independent. (This is possible since the 
set of vectors {w,\oI< 0} has cardinality IBj< NB while dim P= No.) We 
can extend {w,ln cog} to a basis for V,, 9. Then 39 u (w,} is a basis for 
V E+l. To extend f to V,,, x VE+l, we need only define f*(vE, vu,), f*(b, VJ 
and f*(~,, b) for b E 3. We define f*(w,, VJ $ -f(w,, v) + Q, where v and 
Q are the w and Q of (v, P, Q),. (This is possible since Q is a proper subspace 
of W.) The rest of the definition is arbitrary, so we can easily make f* 
alternating if f is. If (v, P, Q), E V, x 92 x 9, then 
f*(w,, v+wE)==f*(wa> v)+f*h,> ~1,) 6 Q. 
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LEMMA 3. There is a function F defined on the set (elwg SEEU~+~) 
such that 
(a) P(E) is a pair whose first element is an W, dimensional subspace V, 
and whose second element is a proper subspace of W, 
(b) each pair (P, Q) with P an 8, dimensional subspace of V and Q 
a proper subspace of W is a value of S for some E. 
PROOF. The number of proper subspaces of W is a,t most exp X,=$J~+~ 
and the number of &J, dimensional subspaces of V is also exp 8, =$J~+~. 
Since V is the union of the V, with w8< E <wB+i, every N, dimensional 
subspace is in some V,. The proof is completed by a standard diagonali- 
zation process. The details are omitted. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let f : Vmb x VU8 --f W be any alternating 
bilinear function. Let F be the function described in Lemma 3. We extend 
f in the following fashion : If f : V, x VT, + W has been defined for oB < E < mB, 
extend it to f : VE+l x VE+l --f W by using Lemma 2 with 9 the set of 
first elements of {F(z) /t Q E) and 9 the set of second elements of {F(r) (t G E). 
If y is a limit ordinal and f : V, x V, + W has been defined for all E < y, 
define f : V, x V, -+ W coherently. We let e: V x V + W be the resulting 
alternating bilinear function. Let PI be any subspace of V such that 
(~(PL PI)) = Qo < W. S uppose PO is an N, dimensional subspace of PI. 
By Lemma 3, (PO, Qo) = F(y) for some 7 such that POS V,. We claim 
PI Q V,. If v = 2 a,v,+cc,v, E PI with 6>q and as# 0, then 
AC8 
a,-%= 2 a;la,v,+v, E PI. 
A<8 
Since we extended from VcT, x V, to V,+, x V,,, by using {F(z)jzc6) in 
Lemma 2, there exists w E PO such that e(w, 2 as-iarvn+vJ 4 &a. Thus 
a, = 0, so v E V,. Therefore, 231 Q V, and IPll <ND. If m = X,, statements B 
and D, and hence A and C, follow easily. 
5 5. REMARKS 
REMARK 1. Suppose JP, e and V are as in statement D. Let 59 be 
any well-ordered basis for V, and let G(9) be the complete graph on 99. 
For each n E F, we define a graph G,(9) on the points of 99 by joining 
v and w in G,(g) if and only if v <w in 99 and e(v, w) = n. Then G(g) is 
the edge-disjoint union of the G,(g), and each Gn(.@ has the property 
that it contains no complete graphs of cardinality /g] =m+. For, suppose 
G(d) <G,(9) is a complete graph on the m,+ points of &. We renumber 
the points of JZ?, & = {v,/o1< y}, while preserving their ordering as a subset 
of 5?. Consider the m+ dimensional subspace W of V generated by 
{ 5 v~+~/ 01 a limit ordinal, oL cG(m+) < y>. 
i-l 
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If 01 and p are limit ordinals and 01 <B<Q(m+), then 
e( 2 v,+i> i*lvBfJ=pz-n=O in Fp; 
i=l 
therefore, Q is trivial on W, contradicting the hypothesis of statement D 
The fact that the complete graph on m+ points can be divided into sub- 
graphs which contain no equipotent complete graphs was shown by 
P. ERD~S without the use of G.C.H. [2; p. 591, which seems to indicate that 
G.C.H. may not be needed in Theorem 3. [2] also demonstrates connections 
between this graph theoretic problem and other combinatorial questions. 
REMARK 2. By [3, pp. 31-321, if A is a maximal (maximal normal) 
abelian subgroup of an PC (nilpotent) group G, exp IA I> /Cl. Thus, if we 
assume G.C.H., we have a complete picture of the possible cardinalities 
of the maximal (maximal normal) abelian subgroups of an infinite PC 
(nilpotent) group G : Suppose [G/ = N,. If 01 has no immediate predecessor 
then every maximal (maximal normal) abelian subgroup has cardinality 
& If 01 has an immediate predecessor, then (1) all maximal (maximal 
normal) abelian subgroups may have cardinality 8, (any abelian group, 
for example), or (2) all maximal (maximal normal) abelian subgroups 
may have cardinality X,-l (Theorem 3) or (3) some maximal (maximal 
normal) abelian subgroups may have cardinality N, and some may have 
cardinality x,-, ([lo; p. 2191, for example). 
REMARK 3. Theorem 3 presents us with the first infinite solvable 
groups (but not the first locally nilpotent groups [9; p. 1101) without 
equipotent abelian subgroups. [3 ; Theorem 51 assures us that every 
solvable group G has an abelian subgroup A such that exp exp JAI > IG], 
but whether or not this is best possible still remains open. Also note that 
Theorem 3 provides us with examples of infinite nilpotent groups without 
equipotent PC subgroups: Let V and W be K vector spaces with 1 V] =m+ 
and 1 WI > No, where K is a prime field. Let e be the alternating bilinear 
function from V x P to W defined in Theorem 3, and define y : V x V --f W 
from Q as in the proof of Theorem 2. If K =Q, VyW is torsion-free, so 
every PC subgroup must be abelian. Since V7yW satisfies statement A, 
it can have no equipotent FC subgroups. If K = F, for some prime p, 
let H be an equipotent PC subgroup of VyW. Since W<Zi(VyW), HW 
is also an equipotent PC subgroup of Py W. Since H W = Voy W for some 
equipotent subspace VO of V’, we may produce, as in the last part of 
the proof of the corollary to Theorem 2, an equipotent subspace U of 
VO such that (~(77, U)) is finite dimensional. However, by construction, 
<e(U, U)> = TV is infinite dimensional. Thus Vy W can have no equipotent 
FC subgroups. 
A. Ehrenfeucht, 
University of South. California 
V. .l?aber, 
University of Colorado 
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